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CSR 9120

STRETCH WRAPPER

The pallet wrapper CSR 9120 can be easily integrated into an existing or new line. This film wrapper
ensures that the total costs in your production line will decrease due to the use of film with a high prestretch percentage and the very high working speed.
The CSR 9120 is a maintenance-friendly machine, it can wrap up to 120 pallets per hour and the film
is easy to replace with the fast-loading system. A corner mount can be added to the machine for extra
strength.
Advantages
- 2 column portal with moving ring
- External pre-stretch, without electric
   sliding contacts, pre-stretch 160% to 300%
- Processes up to 120 pallets per hour
- Wrapping speed 65 rpm
- Very accessible film trolley
- Ability to stack inside the ring
- Equipped with fall protection for very fast shutdown
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> Click here for a video of the CSR 9120 <
Technical data:
12 kW - 13 kW with
topsheet
Standard power supply
400 V - 50 Hz - 3 PH+N+G
Protection on electric system IP 54
Max. pallet dimensions
1200 x 1200 mm
Standard pallet height
2000 mm
Max. rotation speed
65 rpm
Capacity per hour
Up to 120 pallets per hour
Operation pressure
6 Bar
Total power installed
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Options
- Acid protection
- For loads up to 3000 mm high
- Automatic roll change
- Jumbo rolls
- Pressure plate
- Twin version for 25% higher capacity
- Corner applicator
- Enlarged ring for large loads
   up to 1,600 x 1,600 mm
- Pallet lifter
- Seal unit with contrastplate
- Top sheet dispenser (inside)

